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AiltABST CT OF THE REPORT ON THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM OF MEMPHIS, TENN.

During May and June, 1919, the United States Bureau of Educa-
tion, under the direction of the Commissioner of Education, made a
survey of the public-school system of Memphis, -Tenn: This survey
included a study of the social and industrial conditions of Memphis,
recommendations in regard to the organization, supervision, and
financing of the schools, an analysis of the building problem, as well

as special studies of the work of the elementary schools and high
schools, of civic education, health, science, music, turd industrial arts.

The complete report of the survey, giving not only a full appraisal
of the school system, but also detailed recommendations in regard to
organization, curriculum, etc:, is now being published by the Bureau
of Education. Such a report is of course essential for the teaching
force and administrativ. e of in the successful carrying out of any
changes recommended, but experience has proved that the average
layman is not interested it detailed, technical educational reports and

will not take the time to read them.
On the other hand, it is obviously nemisary that the average citizen

have an intelligent understanding of school conditions and school
problems; since no public-school system can function successfully ex-

cept as it is founded upon the educated public opinion of the Masses

of the people. For these reasons the Bureau of Education is pub-
lishing not only a detailed, more or less techniCal, report of the Mem-

phis school survey, but also the present brief abstract o the report
for the use of the average citizen who is interested i gaining a

To assist him in making this study, the commissioder appointed tie following cont.
mission: Frank F. Bunker, specialist In city school systems, Bureau of ucation, director
of the survey ; Thomas Alexander, professor of elementary education, Peabody College
for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.; William T. Bowden, specialist in vocational education,
Bureau of Education; Hiram Byrd, specialist In health education, U. 8. Public Health
Service; Elmer W. Christy, supervisor of Industrial education, public schools, Cincinnati.
Ohio; Fletcher B. Dresolar, specialist In school architecture, sanitation, buildings, and
equipment, Bureau of Education ; Arthur W. Bunn, specialist in civic education, Bureau
of Education ; Will F.arhart, supervisor of music, public schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Alice
Barrows Fernandes, specialist in social and Industrial problems, Bureau of Education:
Florence C. Fox, specialist In primary grade education, Bureau of Education; Ada Van
Stone Harris, director of elementary practice teaching, public schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Carrie A, I:yford, specialist In home economical Bureau of Education ; F. A. Merrill and
John i.- Randall, specialists in ',shoo' and home gardening, Bureau of Education; Willard
S. Small, specialist in school hygiene and physical,.education. Bureau of Education ; George
a. Twigs, professor of secondary education and State high-school inspector, Ohio litite
Uniseridty.
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6 ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT ON THE MEMPHIS SCHOOLS.

general knowledge of the findings of the survey, and whose intelligent
interest is such an important factor in the work of the teaching force
of the city, the school officers, and the hoard ofiducation.

Part I.

QUESTIONS WHICH THE PEOPLE OF MEMPHIS SHOULD
RAISE IN REGARD TO THEIR SCHOOLS.

Since the public schools were created by the people to meet the
needs of the children and of the counnunity, it is essential that these
needs be understood before the school system can be fairly appraised.
Consequently the survey staff conducted not only an investigation of
the schools, but a survey of the social and industiial conditions of
Memphis as a basis for determining the needs of the community and
the extent to which the schools were meeting those needs. The sur-
vey showed that for the good of the children and the future growth
and welfare of Memphis the people of the City ought to raise the fol-
lowing questions in regard to the schools which they support and to
which they send their children:

I. Are the schools educating the chilken .90 that they can meet life
as it is to-day, with intelligence, self -Mance, courage, and resource-
fulne,?s? Are the schools organized in the light of changed social and
industrial conditions, or are they still conducted as though such
changes had not taken place?

During the past 50-years Memphis has not only fulfilled its promise
of becoming the great distributing center of the central South, but it
is also becoming alarge industrial city. Its population is increasing
rapidly, and it is made up of people from all parts of the country. A
questionnaire sent to the parents of public-school children showed that
10,352 of the 11,701 parents who replied to the questionnaire came
from 43 different States in this country. Although about two-thirds
were born in the Tri-StinArkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee
only 183 were born in Memphis it. Nearly one-third were born
outside the Tri:-States, and of this number there were nearly as many
from the West and North (1,750) as from what arc commonly known

. as the Southern Stites (1,842). Of the total: number of parents,
1,429,70r 12 per ant, were foreign born,. the largest groups being
Russians, Italians, Germans, anii.Attstm-Hungarians,
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In other words, the population of the city is now heterogeneous,
nbile, attracted by the commercial prosperity of the town, and with
few common bonds aside from the desire to make a living. It is a
group with various inheritances, different habits of thought, and
differ pt customs of living and working and of enjoying life. This
situation, coupled with the fact that Memphis is becoming a large in-
dustrial as well as distributing center. means that the city soon will
be, in fact already is. confronted with the complicated civic, indus-
trial, and social problems witty which large industrial cities have been
wrestlinT for :years, and which have to be recognized in the develop-
ment of any adequate educational program. For one thing, it means
that the city is in danger of splitting up into a collection of small come.
inanities as unrelatedein sympathies; and interests as though they were s
geographically hundreds of miles apart.. This has already taken
place in such cosmopolitan cities as New York, Chicago, and Detroit.
In these cities it was onlyafter those conditions had become fixed that
settlements, civic clubs, and community plans came into existence in-
the attempt to unify the diverse elements in the community and in-
terpret them to each other.

Memphis has the opportunity to profit, by the experience of these
cities and to anticipate and prevent this disintegration of the city
into separate units unrelated to each other by any common bond. But
"she-will be obliged to act soon, for the separation of the different ele-
ments- is already apparent. For example, when the number of
foreign-born parentS was tabulated according to schools and com-
pared with the total enrollment in the schools, it was evident that the
largest proportion of foreign-born parents is found in the Smith
School, the Leath, Cummings, and Meth 11. In" other words, the for-
eign ietnent is found, as is usually the case, in or near the business
section of the city, with the exception of Cummings in the southern
section, with a total of 108 foreign-born parents and a school enroll-
meat of 677.

,A further indication that the city is already tending to fall apart
into different class groups is shown by the study of the occupations
of the white fathers. Those of the same occupational groups tend to
congregate in the same districts. For example, A. B. Hill, Lauderdale,
Riverside, and St. Paul Schools, have the largest number of fathers
working in transportation ; but Bruce and Maury have the largest
number in tilt,* while Smith, Leath, Merrill, Riverside, Guthrie,
and Cummings have the largest number Of workers engaged *menu%
&during, Bruce, Maury, and Snowdon, have the largest number in
professional and agricultural work.
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It is natural, of course, for people of the same pursuits and in-
terests to live near each ()flier, but if a city is to have unity, these
groups must be drawn togetier by scm common understanding and
the recognition of common interests. Memphis .does not yet fully
realize this, for she is evidently not giving as much attention to her
human.problems, on either the social, industrial or educational side,
as she is giving to the problem of her commercial development.
There is a very conscious recognition of the interdependence of the
city's interests with those of the'surrounding country, and such or-
ganizations as the Farm Bureau and the Alluvial Land Associations
are evidence of the fact that time and thought are being spent on
that problem. There is very little evidence, however, of any recogni-
tion of the importance of developing an interdependence of interests
among the different groups in the city. The best proof of this is that
there is apparently little accurate information about social elnditions
in the city. The Farm Bureau makes a scientific study orTacts; it
knows what parts of the country should be developed ; it sends out
people to give definite advice about such development; it knows how
many hogs were shipped last year and this year; it has that informa-
tion by months; it knows the people who must be reached to develop
the sale of " Home ButterMade in the Tri-States." But in regard
to the total number of people in Memphis there is no accurate in-
formation; no available record of the number in each school district;
no available record of the number of workers in each establishment
in each industry. The nearest approach to a social survey of the city
is an investigation which was made by the, War Camp Community
Service in regard to the occupations, etc., of wage-earning women.
This is a valuable piece of work which should be duplicated along
many lines.

Moreover, there is not only little accurate knowledge of conditions,
but also little attempt to develop.common bonds o.ttikterest and mu-
tual inderstanding among the various groups in,e-city. Such
understanding grows out of social intercourse, public discussion, and
an opportunity to share in recreation and the threshing out of common
problems. 'Mt. apparently little time and thought have been given

-to such matters. There fire, to be sure, the usual social agAcies and
Commercial clubs and organizations, but the experience of other cities
is that these de nottwh the mass of the people, and that when a;city
has fallen.apart into distinct communities or groups, unity comes only
through 1 1, district organizations which are really representative-of
the people, not directed from the top. down. But the very fact that
there are few places for such organizations to meet indicates the
failure of the city to function on thit side. There '18111) common, WI
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or meeting place for public discussion, and only two evening recrea- .
tion centers. There are two large parks at the extreme edge of the
city, but only °nine playgrounds available for recreation and meetings.

It is important. that Memphis realize in time the implications of
these facts. Ultimately, the prosperity of the city depends upon the
mass of the people of the city, upon their unity and mutual under-
standing, upon their intelligence, upon their good health, vitality, and
industry. The development of these qualities in a community de-
mands flu more attention and scientific planning than are needed for
the commercial development of the city. It is evident that, if Mem-
phis is to grow and prosper, she nsst s :end as much thought and
scientific planning on her social and edu -ttional problems as have

1

been expended upon the material development of the city. ,' In the
second place, it is evident that the conditions described lay a far
greater responsibility on the school than was necessary when the" city
was smaller. The school must. now be a social force in eack district.
It must knit together the diverse. elements in the community by serv-,
ing as a clearing house for the activities of the people. tt;must see
that the children lose nothing of the best traditions of the past gener
ation, but also develop greater social consciousness and sense of social
responsibility. . . .

Are the schools of Memphis recognizing these facts? ! Are they
meeting their obligation not only to educate the individuill but also
to train him as a member of a social group?

2. Are the schools of Memphis developing in the children the spirit
of initiative and the ability to think for themselves? Dos the teach-
ing stimulate thinking, or does it train merely in the cap4eity to give
rote anewers to questionst

It may fairly be said that Memphis has grown and Prospered not
only because of her strategic position for trade, but also because of the
spirit of initiative, imiependent- thinking, and practiOal ability in
meeting new problems which char4terized the buildefs of the city. esOecally after the disaster of 1878-79. That pioneer spirit of daring
enterprise is Memphis's most precious heritage: Wi out it the fu-
ture growth of city can not be assured. But that initiative and
practical ability' were developed in the past generatio beciluse they

_

faced he necessity of solving practical problems. Sin then the city
has grown, and with that-growth much of education I value which
was found, on the farm and in.-the sjmple life of a eller town )ias

.necessarily been. taken . away from the children. i .

Are the schools.of Memphis making good this loss y so organizing
the school work that the children have real practical roblems of life
to be solved, or only lessons to be learned?
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3. Are the schools developing the scientific spirit and the practical
scientific) knowledge so important in meeting the conditions of modern
social and industrial life?

Children are natural scientists. As every father and mother bows,
they are §lways trying to find out why things are so, taking things.
apart, -pu1ting them together again; trying things to_see how they
taste or feel or act under given circumstances, and doing it at the risk

*if the most dire consequences to themselves or someone else in their
immediate vicinity. In other .verds, they are alwaysoexperimenting
with the world about them. This spirit.may be starved 'or distorted,
pr it maybe developed and-enriched. It is one of the deepest obliga-
tions of the school to feed this spirit, to direct it into constructive
channels, and to make it a source

the
accomplishment and growth.

Educationally it is the duty of the school in any community to de-
velop this spirit of scientific curiosity in children, but in the case of

"Memphis the imniediate practical importance of scientific training not
only for the children but for the growth of the city is self-evident.
For -example, it is is commonplace in Memphis that the prosperity,
and even the existence, of the city is dependent upon the production
and general prosperity of the surrounding country. The production
and prosperity of the country surrounding Memphis arc dependent
upon a knowledge of scientific farming. and upon an understanding
of farming and farm conditions on the part of the city as well as of
the'rural community. What is needed is not merely farmers, but an
educated public. opinion. At present the Farm Bureau is spending
much time, effort, and money to bring about such an educated point of
view among adults. But the city should be able to count ..upon such
knowled7e in the rising generation that this work among adults would
not be needed to such an extent as it is now.

IA the second 'Price, the manufacturing of Memphis grows out of
the development of the byproducts of the principal industriescot
ton and wood. Without the chemical laboratories for the analysis of
the forest products and theirpossible uses, and without' the chemical
analysis for the cottonseed oil factories, etc., the present 4ficiency in
productioruand the constant development of new phases of manufac-
turing woad not be possible. Memphis needs for its continued de-
velopment a rising generation with the practical scientific knitwledge
necessary for the development of the industrial life of the community
on scientific lines.

Are the schools of Memphis giving training in agriculture? . Are
they giving .courses in physics and chemistry? Are they givilig the
opportunity for such course" only to children in the high school and
yOontiOnitl.nejksol,orlare they: evil* this opportunity to the children
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in the elementary schools, who will make up the large majority o(the
future citizens and workers of the city, of Memphis?

4. Are the schools developing in the children gperal mechanical
ability and adaptability?

Children have always' been educated not merely by study, but by
healthful constructive work. To deprive children of the opportunity
to invent, to construct, to make things with their hands, is to deprive
them of one of their best means of self-education. All children need
the opportunity for this manual-work from the earliest grades Up,

. and they need it whether they are going into industrial work or into
the professions.

There is sometimes a tendency in rapidly growing industrial cities
.to consider that all manual work must be vocational, and therefore to
develop a system of rather narrow industrial training as a means of
fitting workers for a specific line of work, instead of developing
through a variety of manual work a fundamental knowledge of the
principles of mechanics and the adaptability and resourcefulness
which go h such knowledge.

In is, however;there should be little danger of that mistake,
because the diversity of the industries and the conglant change in
types of work offer an excellent illustration of thelfutilitr of the nar-
row type of trade training. For example, a study made of the occu-
pations of white fathers of public-school children showed that there
were 5,913 workers engaged in 366 different occupations. There were
10 different occupations in agriculture and -.2 in mining. There
were 145 different kinds of occupations listed under manufacturing,
in which 1,934 workers were engaged. Only 251 of these were in the
group of owners, proprietors, and managers, leaving 1,60 workers in

.137 different industrial occupations.
A glance at these different occupations' shows how futile and short-

sighted it would be for the school to attempt to- train children for
narrowly specializeielinas of work, even if it were desirable from an
educational standpoint, for no community could afford, eithei admin-
itstratively or financially, to train for 137 different types of work;
moreover, by, th9 time such training would be completed the specific
type of work or machine would very probably have disappeared.
There is, of course, a place for the training of boys and girls over
16 years of age in different trades and occupations, through coopera-.
tive and continuation school work. MemphiS needs such courses, but
she needs even More to give to all children the geners1 mechanical
ktiowledge thrOugh practical manual work in all grades which does

,

s Complete Ant *la, In tin dialeeport.
.
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not prepare for a particular trade but which lays the foundation for
special training later, whether in industrial or scientific work.
. Are the schools of Memphis giving to the children training in prac-

tical manual work and knowledge of mechanics? Are they giving
this knowledge only to children in the vocational school, or are they
giving the foundation of it to the large majority of children in the
elementary schools, who will make up the mass of citizens and
workers in the future? Are the schools providing for more intensive
and thorough training for older children and for adult men and
women?

6. What are the schools of Memphis doing to preserve the best
traditions of the South in the art of living and the love of beauty?

The first hasty, and, it must be confessed, somewhat hazy generali-
zation that came to the surveyor in Memphis, was that the southern
people do not so much have art as that they live art.. In other words,
many of the qualities of life that art hopes to bestow on humanity are
there without the art that tends to produce them. As typical of these
qualities are the qui& response to all that appeals to the feeling and
imagination, the prevalence of a large humanitarian sympathy, a love
of human living. rather than a predilection for mechanizing life
toward material production, and an abundant love of beauty, whether
it be the beauty of nature, beauty in the furnishing of the home or
the shop window, or taste in dress. There is a comparatively un-
hurried acceptance of life; and the spirit of art is largely that of
appreciation of the graces and beauties and fine qualities of life as it
is (if we live it right), while the spirit of industrialism is largely that
of hectic remaking of the world according to some man-born plan
which man fancies will make it yield to him satisfaction.

Is the old tradition of tires South, the tradition of refinement, cul-
ture; hospitality, to be overborne by the pressure of a mechanistic
system of industrial life?

Is the South seeking to conserve that which has given it its place in
story, its charm and value in the eyes of the world ? It is probably on
the verge of ceasing to live art. Will it further fail to have art that
will work toward preservation of its old spirit?

In the adult community strong forces "are working to .preserve
musical art, develop it more richly, and make it function in the lives
of the people. It will be a lasting pity if it does not take deep root in
the lives of the people so predisposed toward it. There is danger. in-
stead that it will be put on a shelf as soniething remedial, to be' ap-
plied at night to heal the ills which the day has generated. Art so
conditioned, art that it not an-expression of the full life of a people
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but is instead antidotal to their real life, is a dead thing, a shallow
risy.

Are the schools helping to preserve and develop musical art and
make it function in the lives of the children?

6. Physical health. Are the schools contributing to the develop-
ment of the children's health through the opportunity for wholesome
play every day, or are the children left to the mercy of the city street,
with its physical and moral dangers?

American cities which reached their full development previous to
the beginning of the present century are now finding that in the build-
ing up of the city they omitted to take account Of the necessity for
healthful play and recreation for the children. They did not leave
sufficient vacant spaces for playgrounds, recreation centers, etc., so
that the next generation might not suffer for jack of the opportunity
for physical development. The tendency in the average city has been
to consider that one or two large parks provide this opportunity, thus
ignoring the fact that under the stress and strain of modern city life
the people must find their-recreation and opportunity for physical
development in their own immediate neighborhoods.

Are the schools of Memphis providing the opportunity for play
every day for the children? Are they seeing to it that the children
have the sound foundation of vigorous health which is necessary for
happiness and success in life?

Part II.

WHAT THE SURVEY COMMISSION FOUND IN ANSWER
TO THE QUESTIONS. .

Believing that the people who. know most about the conditions
which prevail in the schools of Memphis are the principals and
teachers who are working in the system, the survey staff, as soon as It
arrived in Memphis, prepared tolist of questions which was sent to
every teacher and 'school officer in the department. This question-
naire was drawn up so as to elicit facts and opinions regarding mat-
ters of significance touchin.. the preparation of teachers for their
work, their experience, the .sndition.s under -which 'they are work-
ing, their salaries, an. t methods of procedure in conducting im-
portant phases of Bch work. Furthermore, each- Ives asked to
make whatever suggestions he cared to whiehe4believed would lullp
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to better the conditioT and the work. In particular, each member of
the teaching force, i1luding the principals and supervisors, was
asked to give a frank, well-considered reply to item No. 19, which
read as follows:

Without discussing the matter with others, as you see thq pdblic school
problems of Memphis, whatifould you recommend for the improvement of the

ichools or of school conditions? Please enumerate briefly- your most important
recommendations

After the answers to this question were tabulated at the end of the
survey it as found that many of the criticisms which the survey
staff had to make of the schools were touched upon in one or more of
the answers received from the teaching force. Consequently, the
appraisal of the system which follows represents not merely the esti-
mate of the survey staff, but in the most important points the judg-
ment of the teaching force itself upon the work of the Memphis
schools. Of course the answers to the questionnaire did not go into
details, but the main points raised were the same. For example, some
of the criticisms'from the teaching force were as follows:

" Do not try to teach them so many textbook facts."
" Make them more self-reliant by requiring them or leading them to and out

for themselves." -

"Teachers here do too much of the work and the children do too little;
one, for Instance, writes questions on the board and writ7es answers on the same
tlay. Where does the child gain by that? We have too many copyists."

"Outlines used suggest and even give answers instead of lending the child
to search for the truth."

"The process of memory is used rather than the process of understanding,
Judging, and reasoning."

"The plan of promotion is not good; all depends on the grmde made in the
anal examination."

On the other hand, the survey staff, after an extol/feted investigation
of the schools covering the subjects taught, methods of teaching,
organization, and administration, reached the following conclusion:

The public schools of Memphis are failing tb meet_the needs
of the children and of the community.

They are failing to develop in the children the spirit of indi-
vidual initiative, and the ability to think for themselves.

They are failing to develop the scientific spirit and Practical
scientific knOwledge so important in meeting the co lions of
Modern life. .

,Ther aro failing tot's/ye to all the children the constructive
*Mai:work which is .316.w.xeCognise4 as a necessary part of
every, progressive school system,
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They ar0 not contributing to the development of good physi-
cal health.

They are failing to develop in the children a sense of social
consciousness 'and responsibility.

In short, they are failing to train children to live because the
school is founded upon the textbook, not upon life.

SCHOOLS OUT OF TOUCH WITH LIFE.

The' most conspicuous characteristic of all work in the Meinphis
.schools is the lack of relation with the outside world, the utter dis-
regard to the life outside the classroom doors.

For example, Memphis is particularly rich in historiCal material.
Her own story, both in the past and the present. is full of dramaticinterest. During the first week of the survey the centennial cele-
bration of the founding of Memphis made the history of the city amatter of common discussion. Newspaper articles, pictures, parades,told the story in various ways. It was a rare opportunity 'for the
schools to make the work in history 'vivid and full of interest andmeaning to the children. Yet in not one of the classes in any of the
schools visited by the surveyors during that week was a referencemade to this event except as a reason for early dismissal.

This is but a single, though rather a striking, example of the utter
ignoring of current events as a 'means of interpreting and enrichingthe work in history, but in the final report of the survey example after
example is given in illustration Qf the point that the teaching of
history made no use of the present as well asthe past. as a IneanS of
interpreting history. On the the history instructionamounted to little more than a memorization of the textbook, carried
on without meaning to the children and apparently for the sole pur-pose of passing the final examination. Frequently the surveyorwould follow the child through a recitation, and the child would re-peat the words of the book almost verbatim and apparently withoutunderstanding. As one little girl said, when called upon in the fifth
grade to explain -the Missouri Compromise: " I don't know what. itmeans, but I can recite it." Of course no children of this age shouldbe expected to understand such an historical event as this, nor shouldit bo included in their course of study.

4.44

In the ciVics Class also there was the same dominance of the text-
book and ignoring of actual existing conditions. For example, in aclass which was reciting on the subject of legislative organization ofthe county, the pupils in answer to questions asked by the teacher,described the " city council," dwelling in detail upon the method of
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electing " aldermen " by wards, and similar information. As the
class was about to pass on to the consideration of the State legislature,
the observer inquired : " What city 'have you been talking about? "
The answer was: " Memphis." It then required a series of questions
from the observer to elicit finally from one boy the statement: "'Mem-
phis doesn't have a city council ; it has the commission form of
government."

Again, Memphis as a great trade center is full of valuable mate-
rial for the study of geography. A visit to Front Street, and a study
of the products assembled there, could keeps class profitably occu-
pied for months. Yet, not only is the concrete material which is
available on every hand not usedmaterial in the shape of pam-
phlets, -exhibits, etc., which the chamber of commerce and the
Farm Bureau and other organizations would be only too happy to
loan or give the schoolsbut it was found that in some cases the
things which the children were learning about their own city ignored
the most important facts, as for example in a geography class where
the children were asked to " name the important products of Tennes-
see," 8 or 10 products were named, including " vegetables," but no
mention was made of cotton or hardwood during the whole recita-
tion. In other cases where the facts were correct the recitation was
carried on by means of questions and answers that gave the child no
food for thought. For example, the following portion of a lesson
was assigned and written on the blackboard:

Memphis is the trade center for western Tennessee and Kentucky, Niissisaippl,
and eastern Arkansas.

The farmers of these States send their cotton, frtilt, and vegetables to Mem-
phis to sell.

Memphis merclante sell to the farmers groceries, plows, wagons, furniture,
and clothing.

Memphis is a great market for cotton and lumber.
There are many large lumber mills at Memphis,. etc.

The recitation was conducted as follows:
Teacher: Memphis is a trade center for what sections?
Child: % Memphis is a trade center for western Tennessee and Kentucky,

Mississippi, and eastern Arkansas.
Teacher: Wbere do the farmers send their cotton, fruit, and vegetables?
Child: The farmers send their cotton, fruit, and vegetables to Memphis

to sell.
Teacher: For what is Memphis a great market?
Child: Memphis Is a great market for cotton and lumber.

Each question asked by the teacher was responded to by the chil-
dren in " parrot-like fashion." 43o far as an eaning that it lad for
the Children, they might Nat as well have n reciting about Kam-
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chatka. In general, throughout,the history work it may fie said that
the pupils were gaining a certain amount of unrelated " informa-
tion." such as it was, but that the study contributed little to the de-
velopment of intelligence.

INITIATIVE REPRESSED.

In other words, the schools of Memphis are not teaching the chil-
dren to think. Initiative, instead of being encouraged, is con-
stantly. if unconsciously., being repressed. This repression mani-
fests itself in a multitude of ways, but particularly in The rigid 'ad-
herence to the textbook 'and in the catechetical question-and-answer
method Of conducting recitations. Pupils seldom ask questions; and
when they do, it is likely to be, as in one case observed, because the
teacher tells them 'to question one another, and the questions which
they then propound are formal textbook questions in imitation of
the teacher's questions, and not spontaneous endeavors to find out
something they really want to know. The " socialized recitation,"
in which the pupils are given and joyfully accept a large share of
responsibility for the conduct of the recitation, is practically un-
known.

TESTS SHOW CHILDREN DEFICIENT IN BOTH SPEED AND
ACCURACY.

Souse of the serious results of this repression of initiative and of
the failure to stimulate the children to think were revealed rather
startlingly in a series of arithmetic tests which were given to test the
speed and accuracy of the children in the elementary schools. These
tests showed that not only were the children in the Memphis schools
deficient in speed' as compared with the general standard throughout

, the country; but that they also stood very low in accuracy. In other
words, they attempt fewer problems than the average children of
other school systems and are less accurate than are thechildrenof other
school systems, even though they attempt a fewer number of examples.
For example, eighth-grade children under the general standard at-
tempt 11.6 examples out of 24, with an accuracy score of 76 per cent,
thus averaging 8.8 examples correct, while Memphis eighth -grade
children attempt 8.8 examples, with 67.7 accuracy score and only 5.9
examples correct as an average, which is not as large a number of ex-
amples correct as a fifth:grade child should do according to the gen-
eral standard. It seems reasonable to expect an eighth-grade child.
in Memphis to solve as many examples correctly as a fifth-grade child
in San Francisco, but at the present time he is not able to do it.

141927-19---,-2
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It is rather difficult to account for the poor showing made by Mem-
.phis. It can be safely assumed that the native intelligence of the
children of Memphis is equal to that of any other city. Therefore, we
Must look elsewhere for the explanation. The reasons seemed to be.
first., that the course was good enough as far as the arithmetical prin-
ciples were concerned, but the problems themselves were things apart
from the child's activity and experience. There seemed to be an ab-
solute refusal to use problems from the daily lives of the children,
although such problems would illustrate the arithmetical principles
involved. The material used was foreign to the experience of the
child; and children, like adults, can not think actively or well 'about
situations that they do not understand. In the second place, many of
the teachers, from over anxiety to have the children "get " the prob-
lem, have developed the habit of interfering and of directing their
answers throughout the solution of problems. Having once given
the child a good problem, it is essential for learning how to think to
require the child to think and think for'himself. And in the third
place, the arithmetic in the Memphis schools would be much more
stimulating if the children had courses in manual training, cooking,
sewing, drawing, and gardening in which the children could find
practical application of the need for the arithmetical facts which they
acquire.

LITTLE OR NO SCIENCE IN THE SCHOOLS.

It is now taken for granted in progressive school systems over the
country that such subjects as manual training, cooking, sewing, draw-
ing, and gardening are as essential parts of a modern curriculum as,
the history, geography, reading, writing, and arithmetic. But in the
Memphis elementary schools there is practically no nature study or
elementary science. I >hysiology, taught. in the fourth grade, is the
nearest approach to the subject. There are occasional topics more or
less under the head of nature study taught in the various grades, but
there is no well-defined course of study, no laboratories, no concrete
material. School gardening, poultry keepingl bird study, the care

, of house plants and animal pets, the study of chemistry and physics
none of these things are found in the Memphis elementary schools.

Yet the majority of the children in the elementary schools never go
on to the high school, and consequently the largest number of the
children leaving the public schools of Memphis never get any training

f in the subject that is the foundation of all our mode,rn industrial life.
Moreover, the spirit of scientific curiosity which is so strong in
children of this age is being starved instead of being fed and de-
veloped. In every hour of their waking lives out of *Awl\ the
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children are experimenting and testing. It is only in school that they
get no opportunity to experiment.

In the high school the situation is better in certain respects: there
are laboratories, and the teaching makes the subject attractive- and
interesting to the children. But to anyone who is impressed with the
importance. of the spread of scientific education it is startling to find
how few pupils need to take science in order to graduate. In this
great high school where a great and growing city, needing science for
its future development, is training its futiii leaders, the pupils who
choose any one five out of the eight. curriculums can get by without
studying any science whatever; and in only two of the eight curri-
culums, the scientific and the technical, are the students obliged to
take more than one science study. As a matter of fact, only 28.7
per cent of the pupils enrolled in the high school during the past
year (1919) studied science.

In the vocational 1111 school, where shopwork is prominent., One
would naturally expecr 'to. find strong and well developed courses in
physics, especially mechanics and electrical chemistry, for students
fitting themselves for industrial occuratiorfs; and civic biology, or
at least physiology and hygiene, for all pupils. It was somewhat

therefore, sort. There are no
laboratories equipped for work in science, and no teachers in the
corps, so far as the observer could learn, who are competent to teach
science. Sucb apparatus as there was gave no evidence of being
properly used or cared for, and though there was in one room a
demonstration table, there was no such thing as a laboratory table at
which pupils could experiment. What was designated as general
science was given in the room where the demonstration table was. ,

There was no evidence of pupil experimentation and very little that
any effective experimenting ivas done by the teacher before thd

. pupils. The subject matter was mainly on home gardening and agri-
culture. Examination of the pupils' notebooks showed that they
were all alike, being merely dictation from the teacher, taken down
word for word, except when the teacher was misunderstood, when the
pupil would get down something that made no sense.

.The course in 64 wood technology and timber physics," as outlinA
by ip teacher, looked well and prQjnising, but the classroom waif
did not confirm this impression. The Glasswork obserVed in this sub-
ject was memorized recitation from t very elementary textbook about
wood technology.

In a further search for scientific instruction, the room where the
Class in " printing design ". was working was visited., This was a
small drawing rOotreoccupied by the teacher and three or four boys.
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The observer had been told that in this class the physics and chemistry
of color, pigments, and paper were taught. lie was not able to elicit
from the teacher, the students, or the little textbook of design that
was in use any scrap, of evidence that scientific instruction or experi-
menting 'of any sort had been carried on in connection with this class.
The work in printing design as such, however, appeared to be effi-
cient.

The plain fact, then, with regard to this school is that no science
instruction whatever is given in it that is worthy of the name, and
that, aside from a very few microscopes and magnifying glasses and

4, some few pieces of physical apparatus and bottles of chemicals, there
is little of a Material sort with which to teach sciences.

The condition of thl4ligh school for the colored children is even
worse than that of thelrocational High School. In fact, it is nothing
short of pitiable. The school building is unclean, unsafe, insanitary,
poorly arranged, badly lighted, and unsuitably located. Further-
more, it is badly congested. The office room is so small as to be al-
most useless; there is nothing that might justly be called a library:
and there is no laboratory and no science equipment whatever, ex-
cepting a few bottles and test tubes and a few broken pieces of anti-
quated physical apparatus. It is impossible to do anything except
textbook and recitation work ; and even such work, on account of the
constant overcrowding of the room. must be done under the greatest
of difficulties.

NO HANDWORK IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

The situation in regard to handwork in the elementary schOols is
no better atha a In regardto science. In one school, Rozelle, the
building co ains rooms set aside for shop and storeroom, but these
stand idle ft r lack of a teacher and-suitable equipment. In one col-
ored school, Grant, there is a woodworking shop, with the usual com-
plement of individual benches and tools. In the West Special School
a basement room has been equipped with benches and to*, but is un-
used for lack of a teacher. The room is crowded and inadequately
lighted, and in general not well suited for,the purpose. 'With these
exceptions Memphis makes no provision .for handwork in the ele-
mentary schools. In this respect the city lags far behind the school
systems of other cities of lier pbpulation class.

On July 10, 1911, the board of education authorized the organiza-
tion of the Memphis Vocational Grammar and High School, and the
school was opened in the old high-school building on September 18,

4911. "
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From an enrollment in 1911-12 of 188, the school grew to 469 in
1915-16. Although an effort-appears to.have been made by those in
charge to develop a vocational school of high grade, lack of adequate
financial support and the influence of the traditional school curricu-
lum and ideals combined to prevent the full lealization of this aim.

In the fall of 1917 the State board of education authorized the es-
tablishment of a number of unit trade courses under the provisions of
the Federal Vocational Education Act. The name was changed to
the Crockett Vocational' School.

In 1918-19 the school offered five unit trade courses,two years. in
length, under the terms of the Smith-Hughes Law, as follows: Archi-
tecture, carpentry, commercial design, home economics, and printing.
In these courses 99 students were enrolled in the second half-year, as
shown in the table hereafter.

The school also offers a four-year " vocational course," bused on
graduation from the sixth grade, thus paralleling the seventh and
eighth Airs of the elementary school and the first two years ofthe
high school. The amber of students enrolled in thi4course in the
second term) 1918-19, was 515, of whom 7 were taking a fifth year's
work.

Any work, howeVer, in a vocational school is made doubly difficult
if the children in the elementary schools have not had constant op-
portunity to work with tools and develop a mechanical handiness and
knack. To keep a child in school seats five hours a day for: eight
years reciting from a textbook facts that he does not understand, and
then turn him at the age of 14 into a vocational school or high schopl,
give him a hammer and saw for the first time in his school life, and
expect him to develop any mechanical ability in a year, or even two
years, is contrary to the'laws of growth. Moreover, manual work
should not be reserved merely for children who think they are goin,
into industry. Working with tools is an educational process which -----
should lie part of every child's experience. What the schools of Mem-
phis need is manual Work and elementary science in all elementary
schools.

MUSIC.

The State of Tennessee is undergoing a general musical awakening,
is acquiring an ever more acute consciousness of itself musically, and
of the needs and possibilities of those outside the circle of a. small
group musically advanced. But the public schools are not con.
tributineiteir share to this general progressive awakening in the
community, Perhaps they should ;-but they do not. Public schools
deal with children, largely of tender age, many of them mere infants.
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The parents are the constituency of the schools, and the schools try
to bring these children up to the sort of an education that the ma-
jority of the parents hold in dim conception as the right one. The
public schools are, therefore, prone to follow and not to lead. If
music does not seem a vital, an urgent thing to the -majority.of par-
ents, then music will not be vigorously taught. At present the same
general criticism can be made of the teaching of music that holds true
of the instruction in other subjects, i. e., the teaching of books aud
rules rather than music.

HEALTH OF MEMPHIS SCHOOL CHILDREN.

There are no records of the physical condition of the children in
the Memphis schools.

The " Mintral of Physical Exercises and Games for Public Schools
of Memplais,---First to Eighth Grades," outlines the program of physi-
cal training activities for the Memphis elementary schools. The
program consists of calisthenics and glunti for the primary grades;
calisthenics, wand anal dumb-bell exercises, and games for the upper
grades. -Footwork and marching exercises Itrincluded throughout.
Ten minutes a day is the prescribed time for this part of the pro-
gram. In some of the schools where teachers specially interested in
this work have been assigned to conduct it, from 20 to 30 minutes a
day are given.

No provision is made, however, for free play for the children; the
playgrounds have no apparatus, or only that of the most meager kind;
there is no provision for supervised play during or after school, and
no evidence that the grounds are used by the people in the neighbor-
hood as a community center. There are nine public playgrounds in
the city, two of whioare connected with the schools; but this is pot
sufficient. Some cities are finding that the most effective and also the
most economical method of develOirg opportunities for play for
children is by having the playgrounds in connection with the schools.
But, on the other hand, if this is done, the schools must make the
playgrounds real play centers, not something in the nature of out-of-
door classrooms with all tilt' rigidity and repression which that
implies. -

THE EXAMINATIQN EVIL.

Finally, as was suggested by many of the teachers in answer to the
questionnaire, all the unfortunate and undesirable features of the
schools as they now exist tend to become more fixed and unyielding
because. of .the system of basing all promotions on the formal exami-
nation.

I A
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Written examinations given in the form of tests at intervals during
the tem hiive a place in school procedure for which it. is. impossible
to find a complete substitute; but as a basis for determining a pupil's
fitness for promotion the formal examination held at statul times has
fallen into distepute.

In general, when promotion is made to turn upon ii, in whole or in
any considerable' degree, the examination inevitably leads to " cram-
ming,' to undue worry and nervousness, and to working with the sole
end in view of passing, causing the entire work of the school to center
about this one idea. It puts a premium upon wrong methods, and
stresses what should be but a inure incident in the plan of. education;
it provokes bitterness and unseend4; strife between parents and
teachers; and it occasions a vast. amount ofonnecessary and unprofit-
able labor for the teacher in reading an endless number of papers, in
keeping records, and in making out reports.

An examination of the statistics on promotion in he Memphis
.schools during the past year shows that an unduly 1 a percentage
of children are failing to pass their examinations and-win promotion.
In the white elementary school the percentage of fitilure runs from -
5 to 20 per cent. In general school practice where failures run higher
than 'from 8'to 10 per cent of those remaining to the end of the term,
it is made a matter of it estigation by the superintendent's office.
With the grades of the colored schoOls the range of failures is.some-
whht different, running from 10 per cent in the seventh and eighth
grades to about 30 per eAmt in the first grades. On the other hand,
in the Central High.School thltsituation is not much -better; The
failures in the ninth grade for all subjects taken exceptlistory and
domestic science is appalling.

The teachers, when asked in the questionnaire for reasons for non-
promdtion, gave a variety of reasons, which when tabulated showed
that 1,000 of the 1,425 instances of nonpromotion, in the judgment
of the teachers, are to be attributed to irregularity' in attendance and
to indifference. In point of fact, much of the irregularity in attend-.
ance, though not all of it, can be set down to the.pupils"lack of in-
terest in their school work, for if they were vitally interested there
would be fewer absences than now appear-

While, doubtless, all these reasons and More are factors in the situa-
tion, nevertheless the-survey staff is convinced that a more weighty....
factor than any of these is to be found in the fact that promotions
are based 'upon forMal examinations and that these examinations

t dominate the work of the system and color everything which the
teachers do.

*.."
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Part III.

SOME REASDNS FOR CONDITIONS IN THE MEMPHIS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

What are the reasons for the conditions described in the Memplii,
schools? Why Ire the schools failing in so many respects to meet themany
needs of the children and of the communit?

LOW STANDARDS OF TEACHING.

One of the reasons given in the answers to the questionnaixe by the
teaching force was the low standards of teaching required of those
entering the Memphis schools.

"Too many inexperienced teachers whose educational attainments are below
a fair standard can be found In these schools."

"Require more than a high school education for teachers."
"There should be some professional trninIng required of applicants before

they are assigned to ditty."

It is true that the professional tandards for teaching in the Mem-
phis schools are not high. A s dy of the training and experience of
the teaching force showed that the academic )reparation of approxi-
mately 80 per cent of the elementary white t chers when they entered
the schools of Memphis are limited to a for r-year high school course
or less; and that only 20 per cent had had any academic work beyond
that of high school .grade. Furthermore, nearly 50 per cent of the
elementary teachers began their work without any professional train-
ing of any kind. Of the remaining 50 per cent, the professional train-
ing was limited to one or two sessions of summer normals, while only
about 10 per cent brought tO their work at its beginning the training
given by a two-year course at a reputable normal school.

Only about one-third of the teachers of the white high schools of
Memphis, when they were elected,.measured up fully to the standard
of preparation which good high schoe. ls of thrountry are insisting
upon, namely, graduation from a college or university of recognised
standing.

Of a total of 157 teachers and principals of the colored elementary
schools who reported, 54 had hatnothing more than a three years'
course at the local Kortrecht High-School; 72 had taken the, work at
Le Moyne Institute, the equivalent of a high school course, with a
little time devoted to professional training; 0 came in from Howe In-
stituttl; while25 had the training gillta by other institutions for col-
ored students. Of this latter group, 0 had had work at-Fisk Univer-
sity and 8 at Tuskegee.
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Low SALARIES.
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One of the chief reasons given for the fact ale there were so many
teachers poorly qualified by education, training, and experience in
their work was the small salaries paid the teaching force.

" Good teachers are leaving the system because of poor salaries. Very few
are taking up the profession of teacling. Result, poor teachers."

" Pay teachers more salary and require of them more professional work."

Without doubt the meagerness of the salaries paid in. the Memphis
schools in the pastmthe slowness with which the department fias met
the enormous rise in living cost, the failure of the State normal schools
of Tennessee more quickly to raise their admission standards, and
hence to increase the qualifications of their graduates, and the " aid -

teacher" system which has prevailed in Memphis for many years, go
far toward explaining the fact that at. the present time the system has
in it so many people so poorly qualified by education, training, and
experience for their work.

Success within the field of business enterprise is largely dependent
upon offering to employees inducements such that long tenure and the
taking of a vital interest in the business will inevitably ensue. If it
be true that a happy, contented, and care-free employee is requisite for
success within the domain of business, how much more must a serene
mind be essential to work of a superior quality in the business of
teaching. Good teaching, perhaps more than good work in any other

'activity, ependent upon a buoyant, hopeful, joyous mind; for
good teacilirng is a matter primarily of the spirit. A state of mind is
contagious. Happy teachers mean happy children, and unhappiness
in a teacher inevitably begets Unhappiness among children. Men
and women, as well as children, can never do their best work when
they are dispirited, discouraged, and depressed. In the interest of
the children, therefore, school officials should give much practical
consideration to the ways and means of improving the material con-
ditions which press in upon the life of their teachers. '

Until recently the salaries okwhite teachers of elementary and
high school grade in the Memplas schools ,had remained for Many
years at $600 to $900 for elementary teachers and $1,020 to-$1,320 for
high school teachers. The flat ackance of $120 per year, which the
recent raise in salary brought, meat an increase of about 10 per cent
for the teachers of elementary grade and about 10 per cent for teach-
ers o high school grade, or an average advance of 18 to 14 per cent.
colored teachers not included.

This increase, However, is not sufficient to enable the city to con-
tinue to seesskand_rstain teachers with the type of training and ex-.
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perience which the schools require. An analysis of the problem of
the individual teacher from the standpoint of the foregoing consid-
erations shows that a compensation which can be considered adequate
must cover the following items at least: (1) Clothing and subsist-
ence; (2) medical and dental care; (3) life insurance; (4) family
support or support of dependents; ('5) social and professional
growth through books, magazines, music, art, the theater, member-
ship in teachers' asociations, and attendance upon summer schools;
(6) incidentals; (7) establishing a reserve. Something should be
saved and safely invested. At prevailing prices it is difficult to see
how these items can be covered, even with severe economy under a
minimum salary of $1,000 per year.

To meet this situation adequately the following salary schedule is
proposed as a goal which Memphis should earTestly seek to reach at
the earliest possible moment :

Teachers.

Salary schedule for each group.

1 eneth of
time clap- Elementary% Secondary.
peintment.

Minimum. I Maximum. Minimum. Maximum.

Yearly
salary

increase.

1. One-year teachers
fpiotationarrl...

2. Three-year teachers
3. Tive-rear teuIrrs.
4. Permanent teachers

1

3
5

31,000
1,225
1,450
1,700

$1,150

3

1,375

,000

11,200
1,425
1,550
1,900

31,350
1,575
1,1150
2,200

375
75
50
50

Year in
which

groupMAXI-

MUM.
can be

reached.

ird.
Thl d.
Fifth.

Seventh.

Until retired.

LENGTH OF TENURE OF BOARD OF EDUCATION.

A Third reason given for the lack of progressive policy. of the school
system was that there were too many, and too constant changes in
policy, owing to the fact that at present the board of educatilm is
made up of five members who are elected for a tertn of four years and
all the members go out of officeat the same time. This is most un-
desirable, for it means that a new board may come into office knowing
nothing about the schools-or about the policiainaugunited by former -

boards and which it may be highly desirable to retain. Under the
present arrangement it is too easy, for a new board unwittingly and
through ignorance of conditions to allow policies to lapse which have
been inaugurated only after strenuous endeavor. Furthermore, the
school corps is always uncertain as to the continuation of policies
already entered upon. A majority of the members of every new
board ought always to comprise those who hold over and whose pres-
once will in consequence insure a continuity of .policy. The citizens
of Memphis, therefore, should take steps to bring the matter to the

t
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attention of the legislatnre, insisting that the city charter of Mem-
phis, under which the schools are conducted, should be amended to
provide a board the terms of whose members shall expire at different
periods, thus avoiding the present anomalous and demon izing con-
dition of having the, entire board terminate work at the tame time.
Moreover, the mistake which now obtains of electing a iew board
14 months before it,takes office should be corrected.

rOLITICS.

All the above reasons were offered as explanations of conditions in
the Memphis schools, but:the reason most frequently advanced by the
members of the teaching force in their answers to the questionnaire,
and the one most often put forward by the average citizen, was the
one word " politics."

Without ibt to an unusual and disquieting degree the
schools-0 Memphis ave been organized and administered on a per-
sonal and political basis rather than upon the impersonal one which
seeks the answer to but one question: What is. best. for the children of
the city ?.

The political activity of Memphis is not a contest between two great
parties, but is a struggle for supremacy among various political fee-
tions, each held together by the personality of some strong individual
who is recognized as a leader' of his group. Memphis, therefore; in.
respect to its government is for the most part. kept. in a seething and
unstable condition. The political faction which gains the ascendency
in municipal affairs is able to do so usually because of the ftyct that
it. has succeeded in creating a machine temporarily strong enough to
place it in power. That these machines have been able to exercise
a very considerable control, over the policies and personnel of the
schoei system appears to be unquestioned. In instances, so the survey
commission was informed, the influence of these various political ma-
chines at different times in the history of the city have been powerful
enough to secure exemption from the examinations which all candi-
dates for teaching positions are presumed to take. Again, teachers
have at times been retained in the department not because they
demonstrated their success in the classroomindeed in instances prin-
cipals and supervisors have reported unfavorably 'upon their work
but because they have been so thoroughly intrenched b3hind powerful
influences that the ,superintendent and the board have not dared to
attempt dismissal.
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ULTIMATE RESPONSIBILITY RESTS WITH THE PEOPLE OF
MEMPHIS.

Po 'cal strife and machinations which are continually disinte-
grating the ool system and sacrificing the children of the city to
the game of ower among the adult population, low standards of
teaching, low alaries, unfortunate charter provisions in regard to
the board of educationall these things explain more or less why the
Memphis schools are failing to fulfill their obligations to the chil-
dren. But the real cause lies deeper than any of these special rea-
sons. " Politics" is too simple an answer, and tends usually to a re-
signed acceptance of the status quo by the average citizen. No solu-
tion can be reached by shifting the respyksibility and blame to the
shoulders of any one group of men, for ultimately it is the people
themselves who are responsible and who must provide the remedy.

The fact of the Matter is that up to the present time the people of
Memphis have not spent the time or thought or money on the educa-
tion of their Mildren which they have given to the material growth
of the city.

The most striking characteristic of Memphis throughout her com-
mercial development has been her spirit of scientific, deliberate plan-
ning for the future, together with the recognition of the importance
of cooperative effort. She first showed evidence of this in making

-the city a fiVplace to live in for the years to come by installing the
pure water supply s em and modern sewerage system after the
disaster of 1878 -79. gain, the development of the Farm Bureau
represents an attempt also to plan for the future by developing the
agricultural possibilities of the surrounding country by scientific
study of its present resoutces and needs. The Alluvial Land Asso-
ciation also is evidence of efforts to mobilize scientific knowledge
and foresight for the future development of the city. Again, the
chamber of commerce, in order to draw business to the city, is con-
stantly making a study of sites, water power, raw materials, trans=
portation facilities, etc., and planning business development with a
view to what the city should become 10 or 20 years hence. Of course
all these organizations were formed for purely commercial purposes.
i. e., to develop Memphis s2 that people would buy and sell there.
But this does not affect the point that the very existence of these as-
sociations shows that the same spirit which led to solving the prob-
lem of how to make Memphis a fit place to live in is now evident in
laying the foundation for the assured development of the city.

NOT SO MUCH ATTENTION GIVEN TO SCHOOLS AS TO TRADE.

But in regard to her public schools which, after all, are a source
Se,. of her future, prosperity and growth, she has, up to the present time,
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failed to display this spirit of foresight and scientific planning for
the future. The city has grown so rapidly, and the interest of adults
has centered so completely on the commercial growth of the town.
that apparently there has been no realization of the fact that the
growth of Memphis from a small town to a large city was not bring-
ing the benefits to the children which it was bringing to the adults:
that, in fact, the modern city, though an excellent place for adults, is
not a good place for children to live in unless deliberate efforts are
put forth to make it so b3: seeing to it that the children are not de-
prived cif such important elements of their education as opportuni-
ties for healthful work and, play.

It is difficult for the inliand women who grew up tinder simpler
conditions to realize what modern city conditions mean to children.
The present generation of men and women grew up under the condi-
tions of a town where there was plenty of play space, and sufficient
opportunity for work in and about the home to keep them whole-
somely occupied and to develop the initiative and ingenuity and
ability to think, which is now such an asset in the development of the
city. These men remember when a large part of the eastern section
was an unoccupied area and when there was little difficulty in find-
ing playground space for a game of ball. Yet a few years ago
question of playground space became such a serious problem that a
survey commission was called in to point out how and where to save
play space from the encroachments of a rapidly growing city.

Again, these men and women who had the advantages of growing
up in a simpler environment feel that there is something wrong with
the present generation. but they fail to understand what it is. For
example, they are already deploring the fact that ." children in these
days do not seem to know how to think "; " they don't know how to
work "; " they have no initiative, no mechanical ability, nor resource-
fulness." The implication is that there is some moral lack in the
childreQ. But, as a matter of fact. the city environment, whether at
home or at school, does not tend to providc for children the practical,
everyday problems0 be solved which deVelop these qualities. Hours
spent at a school desk do not develop either initiative or mechanical
ability; and a love of,goodtworkmanship and resourcefulness in solv-
zi ,problems do not devethp from reciting lessons merely, but from

opportunity to create things and to solve problems that have
meaning.

MODERN CITY CON6ITIONS NECESSITATE CHANGES IN THE
SCHOOLS.

In other words, the rapid growth of cities makes the educational
problem far more difficult than formerly; in fact, his created a new
school problem. .
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The education of all children has, of course, always consisted of
work and study and play, but formerly the farm and small shop
supplied the opportunity for work and play, and the school needed
to make provision only' for academic study. In those days the en-
vironment of the average boy and girl furnished an education in
wholesome activities that developed intelligence, initiative, and in-
dustrious habits. But during the past 50 years has come the growth
of the modern city, until now half the population of the country is li

concentrated in them. And the city with its overcrowding, its fac;
torids, its office buildings, apartment Rouses, and tenements which go
up on all available vacant lots is depriving children of the oppor-
tunity for the healthy, wholesome work and play which are essen-
tial elements in their education. The city home or apartment, un-
like the farm with its ninny necessities of "learning by doing," can
offer few educational opportunities in the way of healthful work
which_ develops the ability to think by attacking problems to be
solved. There is no planting and harvesting to be done; few, if
any, animals are. to be taken care of; and it is a rare city home that
has a workshop or laboratory.. Yet children until recently have
received much of their education through the opportunity to handle
tools, to take care of animals, and to experiment in making
using things. But the city not only fails to educate children in the
right direction; it educates them in the wrong direction, for the
street, With its dangers to the physical and moral life of children,
too often becomes their only playground; and street play means
education, not in health and strength and wholesome living, but
precocious education in all the vicious side of a city's life.

For these reasons it has come to be recognized that the city school
must not only supply, the opportunity for study in good classrooms
under Wliolesome conditions, but it must also return to the children

1

the opportunity for:the healthful work and play which the home
can no longer supply.

Memphis provides an excellent illustration of these new educational . .
problems presented by city conditions, because she is apparently in
the transition stage from a comparatively small city to what is likely
to become one of the largest cities of the South. She is standing upon
the threshold of a new era. The generation of men who rebuilt Mem-
phis after the disaster of 1878-79 laid a sound' foundation for the
future material wel ?are of the city. Their sons and daughters are
how carrying on the work of building up the industries and agricul-
tural possibilities of the town. They are doing it by virtue of their
inheritance and training, which developed initiative, practical abil-
ity., and scientific knowledge. But the oonditioXis which developed
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those qualities in them have changed and the educational system must
he changed to meet these altered social ani, ;ndustrial conditions.

The survey clearly indicates that. if the cit.- is to grow and prosper
as much foresight and scientific planning must .)e spent upon the edu-
cation of the children, upon school accommodations and curriculum
and school organization, as has been expended upon the material de
velopment of the city.

For example, everything that has to do with the business.life of the
city is planned on the assumption that Memphis is to be a metropolis.
Even the office buildings are put up on a scale which anticipates that
Memphis will become an increasingly important trade center. But
the school buildings are planned as though it. vere assumed that Mem-
phis is to lw a small town or village.

What Memphis needs primarily in order to solve her school-build-
ing problem is a realization of the fact that providing for the present
and future growth of school population is an engineering problem that
demands the same deliberation and far-sighted planning which she
has so well displayed in other phases of the city's life. What the
board of education and people of Memphis need toisk themselves is
not whether one group of people want a buildint, more in one section
of the city than another group. in another section. but rather, is
the present school population of ,mphis? how much has it in-
creased in the last 8 or 10 years? Where is the congestion greatest?
In what direction is the tide of population moving? What kind of
buildings should be put up and in what parts of the city in order to
provide for growth as well as for present enrollment? How much
playground space is needed? What kind of activities should be pro-s
vided in the school buildings in order that. tbe children of Memphis
shall grow to be 14althy, intelligent, self-reliant, and worthy to carry
on the traditions of the city? Cons'idering the funds available. for
building purposes in the present and in the immediate future, what
items in a comprehensive building..-mgrant should be taken up first
and what. items can be left for future building appropriations?

In the second place, in order to make the schools what they should-
be for the children it must be fully realized that the school in a
modern city can no longer be the little red schoolhouse of olden days,
but that it must be a social institution where 'the children may be
wholesomely occupied six or seven hours a day. If children are to
have- opportunities for work and play, then playgrounds, shops,
science laboratories, drawing end nit* rooms, and auditoriums must
be provided in addition to classrooms.

And in the third place it should be Apelf-evident fact to as pro-
gressive a community as Memphis that these enriched opportunities
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are to be made possible for children, some means must be found to
apply the principle of organiiation which is found in all other public-
service institutions, i. e., the principle of multiple use of all facilities
all the time. For years the public-school system has been run on the
principle of reserving a seat for each child during the whole year.
All children baud to be in school seats from 9 to 12 a. m. and from
1 to 3 p. m.; all have to go home to lunch at the same time, and at
3 o'clock all are dismissed and turned out to play. Yet if this prin-
ciple of reserving a seat for the exchirlive use of one person were
applied to other public-service institutions, they could not be operated.
For example, it is evident that our transportation system is made
poksible because all people do not wish to ride at exactly the same
time; conceits and theaters aie made available to many people be-
cause one person can use another's seat when he does not want to use
it; hotels can accommodate thousands of people because they are not
run on the principle of reserving each room for the exclusive use of a
single individual during the whole y4ar.

There would, after all, seem to be no good reason why the principle
of other public-service institutions, i. e.. multiple use of facilities all
the time, should not apply to the .school, nor any reason why all
children should be in classrooms at the same time, nor why the
special facilities should be used only a fraction of the day, provided,
of course, that the children receive during the day the required
amount of academic work. In fact, it is difficult to see how the
problem of providing enough classrooms, or playgrounds, or audi-
toriums for the mass of children is ever to be met if all children have
to be in classrooms at the same time, and if all children have to play
at once. Moreover, there seems to be no good reason, from an edu-
cational standpoint, why children should all have to do the same
thing at the same time.

The survey commission, believing that the people of Meniphis wish
to plap for the future of their school system as thoughtfully and
scientifically as. they are now planning for the commercial develop-
ment of their city, make the recommendations given in Part IV of
this report. These recommendations cover only those in regard to
school organization, school buildings, and finance.. The detailed sug-
gestions in regard to the curriculum, subject matter, and method of
teaching will be found in the final complete report, which is now
being printed by the Federal Government at Washington.
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Part If:
RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION.

88

Amend the charter to provide for an unpaid board of education of
seven members, whose terms of office shall be six years, except that
at the first election two members shall be elected for two Years, two
for four years, and three for six years, and that after the first elec-
tion there shall be an election every two years for either two or
three members, as the case may be.

Candidates for election to the board should be nominated by a
committee made up of representative men and women chosen for the
purpose from the various civic bodies in the community which are
working in a nonpolitical way for the progress of the city.

Remove the charter limits on the salary of the superintendent and
make it permissible for the board to elect him for any term of years
not exceeding five.

Make the superintendent the executive head of the school system in
reality and hold him responsible for results. The board should
refrain itself only with
defining general policy.

Raise the minimum qualifications of teachers in the elementary
chools to graduation from a four-year high school, or the equiva-

lent, and a two-year course at a good normal school, or the equiva-
lent. Require college graduation or its equivalent of all high-school
teachers.

Adopt a plan for eliminating the inefficient and the inadequately
prepared teacher.

Abolish the " aid-teacher " system.
Arrange with local negro institutions to give two years of profes-

sional training to graduates of colored high schools who desire to
teach in the Memphis schools.

Provide for a supervisor of colored schools.
Place the salary schedule of the department on such a basis that

competent people will be attracted to and be held in the corps, and
provide for promotions to those who are increasingly efficient.

When the requirements of the colored employees are put upon the
samkliasis as that of white employees-pay them the same wages.

Abolish the plan of paying the janitors a lump sum for the care of
buildings and provide sufficient help direct. Readjust the wage scale
for both white and colored janitors on the basis of some such plan as

141927-19--S
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the Boston Plan, and relieve them of the responsibility for the disci-
pline and control of children.

Abolish the system of promotions which. is based on formal ex-
aminations and introduce the plan by which the class itself deter-
mines its own standards of promotion by reason of the quality of the
work it does.

2. CURRICULUM AND METHODS OF TEACHING.

Memphis possesses a golden opportunity for the making of an ideal
:school system through the personnel of its teaching staff. Courtesy,
graciousness, and refinement are in evidence on every hand. One
notes the wholesome and refining influence as reflected in the spirit
and attitude of the pupils toward their school work. The teachers
in general rank high in personality and the spirit of cooperation is
excellent. Ott the. other hand, nearly -all of them are unskillful in
most of the ordinary phases of class organization, management, and
instruction, and in the elevelopment'of group initiative. An exam-
ination of the content of the work done and the methods of instruc-
tion pursued shows too frequently a lack of vision and' educational
outlook. Most of the teaching is done on the basis of words rather
than on the basis of reality. The schools move on from day-to day in
a groove. The teaching tends more toward " memory storing" than
toward achieving power to act and re-act quickly in thought processes.
The textbook is the end and not the means to an end. Lessons are
assigned from day to day, as so many pages to be studied, to the end
that the children return the next day hexing committed to memory
the facts contained therein. .

It is evident that there should be far more effective provision for
close and thoroughly expert supervision of the classroom work in
every department. Moreover, departmental and general teachers'
round tables should be held at frequent intervals, at-which general
problems of teaching oliuld be discussed by the teachers, by depart-
ment heads, by the principal, and occasionally by experts and special.
ists called in from outside the schools. Yet no very great change can
be expected in methods of teaching so long as the course of study re-
mains what it isa mass of unrelated, traditional pieces of knowledge
put together with little or no regard,of the edUcative 'process or the
lives and instincts of the children. Nor is it reasonable to expect that
the talentq and enetgies of the teachers can be released for effective,
creative work so long as the formal examination is the end and aim of
all instruction.

Sirice detailed recommendations in regard to changes irk time Course

d study are given in the final report, only the general outline of the
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changes needed will be referred to in this summary. The most funda-
mental change required is that the curriculum of the schools be re-
vised so as to make it broader, more thorough, more vital, and more
responsive to the needs of the children. Moreover, the course should
be flexible enough to admit new material as it proves its value for
the ch,Vd's growth.

The krvey of the schools and of the needs-of Memphis shows that
the course of study should include such subjects as elementary sciencr
and nature study, manual training, cooking. sewing, drawing, school
gardening; and there should be adequate facilities and time for play
and recreation. The schools should have auditoriums, laboratories,
shops, cooking rooms, libraries, indoor play facilities, maps, charts,
globes, motion-picture machines, and lantern slides.

Considering the fact that the schools of Memphis are already ham-
pered for lack of funds, and are already confronted with serious ',
school congestion, it might well be asked- if the recommendations set
forth in the report are not utopian in character and impossible for
Memphis to realize at the present time. The survey staff, however,
has borne in. mind throughout the investigation that any program
which ignored the present financial status of the schools and the

the city to finance changes recommended would be of
no practical value to the people of Memphis.

A study of the present school needs of Memphis, of the funds avail-
able to meet these inftnediate needs, and of the amount of money
which Memphis is expending and could afford to expend upon her
schools, proves 'beyond question that Memphis is financially able to
carry out the program recommended.

At the present time the expenditure of Memphis upon her schools
is far less than the average proportionate school expenditure of the
cities of this country. For example, based on 1917-18 figures, the
proportion of the total expenditure of Memphis which went to the
schools will have to be increased nearly 20 per cent to reach the aver-
age proportionate school expenditures of the cities, of this country.
Of 219 cities, only 20 ranked lower than Memphis in thiiparticnlar.
Of the 219 cities, 185 expended more on their schools per capita of
population thari did Memphis, 25 of them expending more than
double the amount. Of 24 cities considered for 1917-18, expenditures
per pupil in average daily attendance, Memphis ranked No. 10. from
the ,bottom, falling short of the average amount expended by $2.56
per pupil.. Reckoned on net enrollment, Memphis ranked No. 12 in
the list, falling short of the average in this particular by $5.65 per
pupil.

Moreover, Memphis is financially able -to spend m re upon her
schools. A comparison of the general tax rate of rM his with that
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of 219 cities for the year 1917-18 shows that Memphis had a lower
corrected rate than 127 of the cities. When the city tax rates alone
are compared, it is found that 195 cities had a higher corrected rate
than Memphis. Again, Memphis, with a per capita true property
value of $1,28, exceeded that of all the cities of the list except 77.
It is clear, therefore, that Memphis -4s below the average American
city in the amount expended upon her schools.and that she is finan-
cially able to carry into execution the program which thW survey
staff recommends.

At the present time, however, since the fund immediately available
to meet present school congestion mid school needs is the sum of
$500,000, with a possible bond issue of $2,000,000 two years hence,
the survey commission makes the following recommendations in re-
gard to the exvenditure of these funds with a view not only of re-
lieving school congestion but also of providing the enriched educa-
tional opportunities and facilities which the schools of Memphis so
much need.

3. SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND SCHOOL CONGESTION.

0,ping to the fact that Memphis up to the present time has not,
for various reasons, undertaken to. solve her school-building problem
in a farsighted manner, a serious situation in regard to school con-
gestion is now facing the board of education. The school buildings,
as originally planned, were inadequate for a growing city like Mem-
phis. The congestion has been steadily growing worse until in tilt
present year (1918-19) there are 19,460 children, and a seating ca-
pacity for only 14,445. That is. there are 5,015 children in excess
of seating capacity. Approximately 50 per cent of the 19,460 chil-
dren in the 31-day elementary sclrols are found in 13 schools in the
southern and southeastern sections of the city, and 72.5 per cent. of
the 5,015 in excess of seating capacity are also found in these schools.
These 13 schools are : 1V late schoolsA. B. Hill, Cummings, Lauder-
dale, Bruce, Idlewild, Madison Heights, Peabody, and Maury ; colored
schoolsCarnes, Charles, Kortftcht High School, La Rose, and Vir-
ginia Avenue. The children in excess of seating capacity are being
housed in basement rooms which are often damp and cold; in port-
ables of a most undesirable type, overcrowded, badly heated, and
poorly ventilated; and in old dwelling houses utterly unfit for class-
room ptirposes.

These conditions are such a menace both to the health and to the
education of the children that the city of Memphis can not afford
to .let them continue. Moreover, in the Memphis *schools there are
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few auditoriums and practically none of the modern educational fa:
ctiities, such as shop's, laboratories, cooking rooms,drawing rooms, and
gymnasiums, which are essential parts of modern.elementary schools
and which should be provided for in any farsighted building pro-
gram.

There are two methods of meeting the school congestion problem in
Memphis. One is the traditional method of reserving a seat for every
child and leaving the classroom); unused when the children are using
other facilities.

Under the traditional plan of school organization it would cost
$3,509,000 to relieve present congestion in the -13 most crowded
schools and provide for growth in these schools.

This expenditure, however, would provide only classroom accom-
modations and practically none of the modern educational facilities,
such as shops, laboratories, drawing and music studios, gymna-
siums, swimming pools, and auditoriums.

Moreover, since only $500,000 is immediately available, it would
be impossible under the present plan of school organization to do
more than relieve congestion in two schools,aBruce and A. B. Hill,
during the coming two years. That would leave 11 schools without
relief. Furthermore, the annexes for the two scirolsCOuid not be
erected inless than a year or two, so that for the present there would
be no relief at all.

A SECOND METHOD OF MEETING THE SCHOOL CONGEST1oN PROBLEM.

'A second possible method of solving the school-building problem
of Memphis is what is commonly known as the work-study-play plan
now in operation in some 30 or 40 cities in this country. The chief
advantages of this plan for Memphis are (1) that it offers sugges-
tions for meeting the congestion problem within the financial ability
of the city, and (2) it also makIts provision for such educational fa-
cilities as auditoriums, gymnasiums, shops, laboratories, drawing and
music studios, nature study rooms, and swimming pools, which are
now considered a necessary part of a modern School system, and in
which Memphis is so lacking.

This plan dqveloped in an attempt to solve the peculiar school
problems created by the modern city. It greW out of a recognition
of .the act that the rapid growth of cities makes the educational
problem far more difficult than formerly; in fact, has created a new
school problem.

The plan represents a change in the traditional method in that it
breaks up the custom of havilig all children in classrooms at the
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same time, and letting the classrooms lie idle when the children go to
the yditorium, shops, and playground. In other words, it applies
to the public school the principle on which all other public service
institutions are run--that is, the multiple use of all facilities all the
time.

HOW THE PLAN WORKS.

Briefly, the plan is this: A school is divided into two parts, each
having the same number of classes, and each containing all the eight
or nine grades. The first part, which we will call the "A School,"
comes to school in the morning, say, at 8.30, and goes to classrooms
for academic work. While this school is in the classrooms, it ob-
viously can not use any of the special facilities; therefore the other
schoolB Schoolgoes to the special activities, one-third to the
auditorium, one-third to the playground, and one-third is divided
among such activities as the shops, laboratories, drawin nd music
studios. At the end of one or two periods, that is, w
group of children has remained, according to the jud
school authorities, in school seats as long as is good
time, the A School goes to the playground, at

the first
ment of the
them at one

orium, and other
.pecial facilities, while the B School goes to the classrooms.-

EXAMPLE FROM A MEMPHIS SCHOOL.

This work-study-play method can best be explained, however, by
applying it to one of Memphis's own schools, the A. B. Hill. This
school had an original seating capacity of 540 pupils. It now has 993
children, or 11 classes in excess of seating capacity. There are 12
classrooms and one auditorium at present in the school. There are
no other special facilities. The surplus classes are accommodated in
two basement rooms and a portable building, all of which are really
unfit to be used as classrooms. Needless to say, there are far more
than 45 pupils to a class. To relieve only present congestion under
the traditional plan, it would be necessary to put up 11 additional
classrooms, which, at a cost of $16,000 per classroom, would amount
to .$176,000, and would accommodate only the present enrollment. It
would also be necessary to buy land for playground purposes, as the
site is too small.

Under the work-study-play plan,this school would be made into a
24 -class school. These 24 classes would be divided into two schools
of 12 classes each. There are at present 12 classrooms in the school.
These Would continue to be used as classrooms. An annex would be
put up containing two gymnasiums (3 units) on the ground floor,
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one for bpys and one for girls; a shop (1 unit), a cooking room (1
unit), a science laboratory (1 unit), a drawing studio .(1 unit), and
a nrsic stUdio (1 unit), making 8 units, which, at a cost of $16,000
pert unit, would come to $128,000. In other words, the cost would be
$48,000 Jess than on the traditional plan; there would be provision
for growth for at least one more class; and, in addition, there would
be four types of special activities none of which the school has at
present, and which under the traditional plan would have to be pro-
vided by erecting additional classrooms.

In other words, if the principle of multiple useis'applied to pub-
lic school facilities, it is possible to provide not only adeqtiate class-
room accommodations but also auditoriums, gymnasiums, and shops
for the mass of children. In fact, accommodations may be provided
in all facilities, if they are in use constantly by alternating groups,
at less cost- than regular classrooms alone may be provided on
the basis of a reserved seat for every child. For example, in a
48 class school under the traditional plan 48 classrooms are needed
in addition to all the other special facilities. Under tke work-study-
play plan only 24 classrooms ale needed. The classroom, however,
is the most expensive unit in the school, therefore, since only half the
usual number of classrooms is needed, i. e., 24 classrooms in a 4-class
school, the cost of the remainder is released for all the other special
facilities.

But the important point about axis reorganization is that all the
children would have not only the same amount of time for reading,
writing, arithmetic, geography, and histoiy as formerlyMb min-
utesbut also 50 mines of play every day, 50 minutes a day of
auditorium, and 50 minutes a day of shopwork every day in the
week for a third of the year; science every day for a third of the
year, and drawing or music every day for a third of the year. At
present the children get a 10-minute recess period for play, b. tett,
Minutes for opening eterciles in the auditorium, and little of no
time for these special activities. Of course, each community *odd
decide what special activities it *anted the children to have.

following table gibes a ptiasible program for the 4A. eh601."
It will be recalled that there are 12 classes in this A school

'.are-divided int6 three divisions of four els..4ses each: Ditiskin 1,
upper grades; roil>ision 2, intermediate grades; Division 3, priniaiy
grades.
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The "A School."

School
hours.

Regular activities. Special activities.

Academic instruction. Auditorium.

Division I
"A School" at

I

Division 3
I Division 2

Play and rhyslcal
training.

Cooking, shop,
science, etc.

8.30- 9.20
9.20 -10.10

10.10-11.00
11.00-1100
12.00- 1.00
1.00- 1.50

1.50- 2.40
3.40- 8.30

Arithmeticl'ivisions 1, 2, 3..
LanguageDiv Worts 1, 2, 3..

Entire
ReadingDivisions 1,2,3.
History and geographyDlvi-

slons1,2,3.

Division 3
luncheon.

Division 2
Division 3

Division 2.

Division 1.
ae

Division 1.

The " B School."

Regular activities. Special activities.

School

Academic instruction. Cooking, shop, ip
science, etc.

hours.
Auditorium. Play andzhgysical

8.30- 9.33 Division 2 Division 3 Division 1.
9.20-10.10 Division 3 Division 3 Division 1.

10.10-11.00 ArithmeticDivisions I s 2, 3
11.00-12.00 2LanguageDivisions I, 2, 3.
12.00- 1.00 Entire "13 School" at luncheon.
1.00- 1.50 DirLsion 1 Division 3 Division 2.
1.50- 2.40 ReadingDI v11110113 1, 3, 3
2.40- 3.30 History and geographyDivi-

sions 1,2, 3.

FLEXIBILITY OF Tilt PROGRAM.

Another advantage of a program based upon the multiple use of
facilities is that. it not only makes possible modern educational advan-

, tages for children, but it also makes it possible to have a flekible pro-
gram. A study of the different types of these schools hi -different parts
of the country shows that it is possibp for a community to adapt the
program to its particular needs. 14'0-example, it is possible to arrange
is have the school begin at $.30, 8.45, or 9 a. m., or any other hour
desired. Or, if the school begins at 8.30 and certain parents object
to having their children leave for school so early, it is possible to put
these children in the " B School," which begins the day with special
activities; in this case the children can omit the play period from 8.30
to 9.20 and arrive at school at 9.20. Or again, many parents prefer to
have their children take special music lessons after school. It often
happens that home work or staying after school interferes with these
lessons. Under the work-study-play plan, it is possible to put such
children in the "A School " and let them omit the play period or the
auditorium in the afternoon from 2.40 to 3.30 p. m. There is, of
course, no reason why children should not be given credit for these
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out-of-school activities if so desired. Again, a child who is backward
in a special subject, such as arithmetic, and is being held back in a
grade because he can not muster that subject, can double up in
arithmetic for a number of weeks by omitting the auditorium period
until ho has made up the work and is ready to go on with his grade.
As for the special activities, each community and each section of the
city can have the special facilities which the school authorities and
parents desire. Possibly one of the most desirable features of the
program is that the children are given an opportunity for experience
in various lines of work a Ludy from the third or fourth gilade
through the eighth or ninth, so at they have some idea by the time
they reach the upper grades w at particular type of activity they
are most interested in.

PROVIDES FOR TARO: OR MORE JUNIOR MOH SCHOOLS.

Finally, one of the advantages of the work-stu ay plan is
that it makes possible the junior high schools, which the people
of Memphis so much desire. At present there is-no question but
that the city school system is failing to hold the children of the
seventh and eighth grades. These children are drifting out of
school at the very time in their lives when they-most need its pid-

dle ance. With the enriched khool life which the junior high school
would give these children, it would be possible to hold a far larger
number than. is now the case. But under the cost of the traditional
plan there seems little prospect of the city having more than one
junior high school within the next four or five years, and even then
it could be put up only by leaving some elementary school in the
midst of the present deplorable congestitn, Under this plan, how-.
ever, there is no reason why the city should not have three or four
junior high schools by putting up new buildings which would accom-
modate nine grades. The upper three grades could then be grouped
as a junior high school, and the pupils in these grades, as well as
those in the lower grades, would have in these larger schools much
richer facilities than if the'two divisions were housed in separate
buildings.' Indeed, it is powible to have all 12 grades in the school,
if the community desires it.

A BUILDING PROGRAM FOR MEMPHIS BASED ON THE WORK-
STUDY-PLAY PLAN.

L.,

The board of education Has asked the survey staff to suggest a
building program based on the f,act that $500,000 is immediately
available, with possible $2,000,000 two years hence. We have sug-
gested how far this would go under the traditional school plan.
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Under the task -study -play plan.An expenditure of $2,501,000
would give the fallowing results:

1. Five new buildings of The most modern type could be erected
one for Cummings and Lauderdale, one for Peabody, one for Idle-
wild, Lenox, and Madison Heights; one for La Rose and Kortrecht
High School (colored), and one for Virginia Avenue (colored).

2. Immediate relief could be given to the children in 8 of the 13
most congested schools. By reorganizing these schools on the work-
study-play plan and by using modern movable buildings until the
new buildings for these schools can be erected, all the children in the
eight,,hools could be given not only classroom accommodations for
the regular amount of time in academic work, but algo opportunity
every day for work in such special activities as shops, nature-study
rooms, gymnasiums, auditoriums, and playgrounds.

3. A permanent annex to I3race could be erected immediately
which, with the main building, would accommodate a 24-class school..
An addition could be erected at Maury which, with the main.building,
would take care of both Maury and Madison Heights.

4. Additional shop§ could be provided for the Vocational Scho.
5. Fifily thousand dollars could be expended in general repuito

all buildings.
To sum up: As was pointed out, there are now 9,433 children in the

18 most congested %awls in the city, 3,718 of whom are at present in
excess of the seating capacity of the schools. But the organization
of these schools under the work-study-play plan will do more than
relieve congestion. It will give not only classroom accommodations
for the full amount of timeifor academic work, but it will also give to
all the children in the schools an opportunity for play every day in
well-equipped playgrounds and gymnasiums, and an opportunity for
work iiNvell-equipped shops, l'aborator'ies, drawing and music studios,
libraries, cooking rooms, or any other special activities desired by the
community and school authorities.

Moreover, by lengthening the school day this plan eliminates the
street time of the child and keeps him wholesomely busy at work,
study, and play. It also makes possible a better cooperation between
the school and other child-welfare agencies.. For example,the work
in.the library can be part of the regular school work; r that the ex-
cellent work already being done by the Memphis libraries in coopera-
tion with the schools can be enlarged and ettended. Again, as this
plan provides for playgrounds in connection with each school, and as
thesaplaygrounds are in use every hour of the day, under the super-
vision of trained playground instructors, it is not necessary for the
city to support separate playgrounds, as is usually1hwease. More-

.
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over, the playgounds are used more because they become the natural
recreation centers for the children and the adults of the neighborhood.

The work-study-play plan,-though not the traditional school plan.
has ha'd sufficient trial to show that it is sound not only from an
economical but from an educational standpoint. Since under the
present plan of school organization it would cost $3,500,000 for the
city of Memphis to meet its school congestion problem without pro-
viding for the modern educational facilities, whereas the expenditure
of $2,501,00%under the work-study-play plan would not only solve
the present congestion problem, but provide modern educational
facilitie? and a far richer school life for the children than is possible
under the former plan, it would seem obvious that the work-study-
play plan is the best solution of the school problem of Memphis. It
is therefore recommended that the 13 most congted schools in the
city be reorganized On this plan, not only as a means of relieving con-
gestion, but of giving an enriched education to the children of
Memphis.

O




